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‘I went from having zero courses to three in just
three months. And all made six-figures! And it was
fun!’

- JUSTIN BLACKMAN



The Client
JUSTIN BLACKMAN

. .

Justin Blackman is a brand voice expert who has written for

more than 419 different people and dozens and brands.

He creates ridiculously detailed voice guides for industry

experts and content teams–and teaches copywriters how to

mirror their clients’ style. When he’s not embellishing his

own bio, he hosts silly little workshops for people who want

to make their writing more fun. All the people say he’s pretty

fly for a write guy.
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The Challenge. .

He wanted to get clarity on a new offer so he could reduce the time he spent

on client work. But he didn’t know what that new offer would look like. 

Previously, in other group programs, Justin had felt like one of many. Calls

were scheduled and designed as a loose check-in without much follow-

through or support. He knew that in order to get his ideas out of his head and

into action, he’d need one-on-one support.
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Justin wanted individual support to develop and launch his new
offer, fast. 



The Solution. .

In 2020, Justin enrolled in Momentum Mise-En-Place, a 3-month strategic

consulting sprint designed to give entrepreneurs the specific action steps they

need to fast-track their business’ growth. 

His greatest concern before investing? The cost.
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“I took a leap of faith and I'm really glad that I did. It's expensive but
worth it. And the ROI is there, just plain and simple. Every month I've
made more than enough to cover the fee.” 

Content Bistro brought fresh insight and perspective to help Justin overcome

his challenges.

“Prerna and Mayank chimed in with amazing advice based on their
experience, and they knew the market inside and out. They were
able to point me in a couple of new directions and show me places
where I could create an offer based on market need, that I wouldn't
have necessarily seen myself.”

Their advice was based on direct experience and data, not guesswork.

“Because they've worked with so many high end top notch
entrepreneurs, they've seen it all. There was no question where they
gave me an answer that was based on guesswork. It was all based
on experience and data and real situations. So nothing was theory. It
was all proven practice. And it always worked.”



Momentum Mise-en-Place gave Justin the trust in himself he needed to lean

into his new focus as a consultant and educator. 
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“Mayank and Prerna had confidence in me before I did.

They were my rock, I trusted them. And they were right.

I had faith in their mindset. And that was easy to

anchor onto.”



The Results. .

Justin continued to extend his stint in Momentum Mise-en-Place because

the ROI (aka return on investment) was there. 

‘I finally have clarity on what it is I *actually* do for people. Up until now, it
all felt somewhat random. Now I get it. And so does my audience.’
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Triple his average revenue during quarantine. 

Double his rates. 

Launch three sold out programs in six months. 

Overcome his own inertia to send a price hike email for his writing
workshop, which drove 17 new enrollments, plus 1 to the general
workshop. 

Following Content Bistro’s action plan helped Justin: 

 “OK, in the last six months I’ve launched three programs. All sold out. Wanna know
how many I would’ve launched on my own? Zero. 

 
 Prerna & Mayank Malik literally walked me through productized services step-by-

step and made me launch. They idiot Justin-proofed my plan and refused to let me
over-complicate anything. (Looking at you, G-Doc sales page.) 

 
And y’know what? It. Worked. I’m not one to share numbers, but those three simple
launches tripled my average revenue during quarantine, without having to write a

single word for clients. And they were my favorite projects ever.”
 

- JUSTIN BLACKMAN
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Want to build momentum for your
growth on your own terms?

YES, I WANT TO INVEST

IN SERIOUS GROWTH

https://contentbistro.com/momentum-mise-en-place/
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